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Abstract

Deep convolutional neural networks are susceptible to

adversarial attacks. They can be easily deceived to give

an incorrect output by adding a tiny perturbation to the in-

put. This presents a great challenge in making CNNs ro-

bust against such attacks. An influx of new defense tech-

niques have been proposed to this end. In this paper, we

show that latent features in certain “robust” models are

surprisingly susceptible to adversarial attacks. On top of

this, we introduce a unified ℓ∞-norm white-box attack algo-

rithm which harnesses latent features in its gradient descent

steps, namely LAFEAT. We show that not only is it computa-

tionally much more efficient for successful attacks, but it is

also a stronger adversary than the current state-of-the-art

across a wide range of defense mechanisms. This suggests

that model robustness could be contingent on the effective

use of the defender’s hidden components, and it should no

longer be viewed from a holistic perspective.

1. Introduction

Many safety-critical systems, such as aviation [12, 1, 45]

medical diagnosis [54, 34], self-driving [6, 33, 52] have

seen a large-scale deployment of deep convolutional neu-

ral networks (CNNs). Yet CNNs are prone to adversarial

attacks: a small specially-crafted perturbation impercepti-

ble to human, when added to an input image, could result

in a drastic change of the output of a CNN [51, 19, 7]. As

a rapidly increasing number of safety-critical systems are

automated by CNNs, it is now incumbent upon us to make

them robust against adversarial attacks.

The strongest assumption commonly used for generat-

ing adversarial inputs is known as white-box attacks, where

the adversary have full knowledge of the model [8]. For in-

stance, the model architecture, parameters, and training al-
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gorithm and dataset are completely exposed to the attacker.

By leveraging the gradient of the output loss with respect to

(w.r.t.) the input, gradient-based methods [37, 8, 35] have

been shown to decimate the accuracy of CNNs when eval-

uated on adversarial examples. Many new techniques to

improve the robustness of CNNs have since been proposed

to defend against such attacks. Recent years have therefore

seen a tug of war between adversarial attack [19, 37, 8, 35,

16, 59, 14] and defense [35, 48, 9, 2, 64, 43, 55, 58, 57, 20]

strategies. Attackers search for a perturbation that maxi-

mizes the loss of the model output, typically through gra-

dient ascent methods, e.g. one popular method is projected

gradient descent (PGD) [35]; whereas defenders attempts to

make the loss landscape smoother w.r.t. the perturbation via

adversarial training, i.e. training with adversarial examples.

From a human perception perspective, as feature extrac-

tors, shallow layers of CNNs extract simple local textures

while neurons in deep layers specialize to differentiate com-

plex objects [40, 10]. Intuitively, we expect incorrectly ex-

tracted shallow features often cannot be pieced together to

form correct high-level features. Moreover, this could have

a cascading effect in subsequent layers. To illustrate, we

equipped PGD with the ability to attack one of the inter-

mediate layers by maximizing only the loss of an attacker-

trained classifier, which we call LPGD for now. In Figure 1,

we scrambled the feature extracted by attacking an interme-

diate layer with LPGD, and observed increasing discrepan-

cies between the pairs of features extracted from the natural

images and their associated adversary in deeper layers.

Nevertheless, existing attack and defense strategies ap-

proach the challenge of evaluating or promoting the white-

box model robustness in a model-holistic manner. Namely,

for classifiers, they regard the model as a single non-linear

differentiable function f that maps the input image to out-

put logits. While these approaches generalize well across

models, they tend to ignore the latent features extracted by

the intermediate layers within the model.

Some recent defense strategies [4, 62, 63, 28, 27, 38, 39]

reported that their models can achieve high robustness
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against PGD attacks. Understandably, these defenses are

highly specialized to counter these conventional attacks. We

speculate that one of the reasons why PGD failed to break

through the defenses is because of its model-holistic nature.

This notion implores us to ask two important questions:

Can latent features be vulnerable to attacks; and subse-

quently, can the falsely extracted features be cascaded to

the remaining layers to make the model output incorrect?

It turns out that the new adversarial examples computed

by LPGD can harm the accuracies of the “robust” models

above (Figure 2). The experiment showed that while they

are trained to be effective against PGD, they could fail spec-

tacularly when faced attacks that simply target their latent

features. This may also imply that a flat model loss land-

scape w.r.t. the input image does not necessarily entail flat

latent features w.r.t. the input. Existing attack methods that

rely on a holistic view of the model therefore may fail to

provide a reliable assessment of model robustness.

Motivated by the findings above, in this paper we pro-

pose a new strategy, LAFEAT, which seeks to harness la-

tent features in a generalized framework. To push the

envelope of current state-of-the-art (SOTA) in adversarial

robustness assessment, it draws inspiration from effective

techniques discovered in recent years, such as the use of

momentum [16, 14], surrogate loss [20, 15], step size sched-

ule [14, 21], and multi-targeted attacks [21, 44, 43]. To

summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

• We introduce how intermediate layers can be leveraged

in adversarial attacks.

• We show that latent features provide faster conver-

gence, and accelerate gradient-based attacks.

• By combining multiple effective attack tactics, we pro-

pose LAFEAT. Empirical results show that it rivals

competing methods in both the attack performance and

computational efficiency. We perform extensive abla-

tion analysis of its hyperparameters and components.

To the best of our knowledge, LAFEAT is currently the

strongest against a wide variety of defense mechanisms and

matches the current top-1 on the TRADES [64] CIFAR-10

white-box leaderboard (Section 4). Since latent features are

vulnerable to adversarial attacks, which could in turn break

robust models, we believe the future evaluation of model

robustness could be contingent on how to make effective

use of the hidden components of a defending model. In

short, model robustness should no longer be viewed from a

holistic perspective.

2. Preliminaries & Related Work

2.1. Adversarial examples

Before one can generate adversarial examples and de-

fend against them, it is necessary to formalize the notion
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Figure 1. The distribution of 32 most excited channels on aver-

age of convolutional layers in a naturally trained WideResNet-32-

10 when being shown CIFAR-10 “airplane” images. We compare

that against the corresponding channel activations under adversar-

ial “airplane” examples with LPGD-10. Attacking the 17th layer

(shaded in red) resulted in scrambled features across the entire

model and incorrect final model outputs.
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Figure 2. We used LPGD-100, or PGD with 100 iterations to at-

tack only the nth residual block of a “robust” model. Except the 0th

denotes the output layer and PGD is used. To our surprise, adver-

saries generated by attacking an early layer are highly transferable

to the final classification output of the model. Defending models

are respectively obtained from [4, 62, 63, 28, 27, 38, 23].

of adversarial examples. We start by defining the classifier

model as a function fθ(x), where θ is the model parame-

ters, fθ : I → R
K maps the input image to its classification

result, I ⊂ R
C×H×W limits the image data to a valid range,

with C being the number of channels in the image (typi-

cally 3 channels for a colored input), H and W the height

and width of the image respectively, and K is the number

of classes from the model output.

The attacker’s objective is to find an adversarial example

x̂ ∈ I of the model under attack fθ by (approximately)

solving the optimization problem:

max
x̂∈I∧d(x,x̂)≤ǫ

Lsce (fθ (x̂) ,y) , (1)

where Lsce (fθ (x̂) ,y) is the softmax cross-entropy (SCE)

loss between the output and the one-hot ground truth y.

By maximizing the loss, one may arrive at a x̂ such that
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argmax fθ(x̂) 6= argmaxy. In other words, the model

can generally be fooled to produce an incorrect classifica-

tion. To confine the perturbation, d (x, x̂) ≤ ǫ constrains

the distance between the original x and the adversarial x̂ to

be less than or equal some small constant ǫ.
In general, the distance metric d (x, x̂) is commonly

defined as the ℓp-norm of the difference between x and

x̂ [51, 19, 35, 7]. Different choices of norm were explored

in literature, e.g. one pixel attacks [50] minimizes the ℓ0-

norm ‖x− x̂‖0, while others may be interested in the stan-

dard Euclidean distance, the ℓ2-norm [51, 37, 8]. In this

paper, we focus on another popular choice of distance met-

ric, the ℓ∞-norm d (x, x̂) , ‖x− x̂‖∞, as used in [19, 35].

The white-box scenario completely exposes to the at-

tacker to the inner mechanisms of the defense, i.e. the model

architecture, its parameters, training data and algorithms,

and etc. are revealed to the attacker. The optimal solution of

(1), however, is generally unattainable. In practice, approx-

imate solution are instead sought after, often with gradient-

based methods, e.g. one of the popular attack method used

by defenders for evaluating white-box adversarial robust-

ness is the projected gradient descent (PGD). PGD finds an

adversarial example by performing the iterative update [35]:

x̂i+1 = Pǫ,x (x̂i + αi sign (∇x̂i
Lsce (fθ(x̂i),y))) . (2)

Initially, x̂0 = Pǫ,x(x+u), where u ∼ U ([−ǫ, ǫ]), i.e. u is

a uniform random noise bounded by [−ǫ, ǫ]. The function

Pǫ,x : R
C×H×W → I clips the range of its input into the

ǫ-ball neighbor and the I. The term ∇x̂i
Lsce (fθ(x̂i),y)

computes the gradient of the loss w.r.t. the input x̂i. Finally,

αi is the step size, and for each element in the tensor z,

sign(z) returns one of 1, 0 or −1, if the value is positive,

zero or negative respectively. For simplicity, we define:

PGDǫ,x,y(L,α, i) , x̂i, (3)

i.e. the result of iterating for i times with a sequence of

step sizes α and the loss function L on the original image

x. Other gradient-based methods include fast gradient-sign

method (FGSM) [19], basic iterative method (BIM) [31],

momentum iterative method (MIM) [16] and fast adaptive

boundary attack (FAB) [13] for ℓ∞-norm attacks, Carlini

and Wagner (C&W) [8] for ℓ2-norm attacks, and Deep-

Fool [37] for both. Similar to PGD, they only iteratively

leverage the loss gradient∇x̂i
L (fθ(x̂i), · · · ), as all of them

adopt a holistic view on the model fθ .

Because the SCE loss function Lsce in the objective (1)

is highly non-linear, easily saturated, and normally eval-

uated with limited floating-point precision, gradient-based

attacks may experience vanishing gradients and difficulty

converging [8, 14]. Recent attack methods hence use sur-

rogate losses instead for gradient calculation [8, 21], and

optimize an alternative objective by replacing Lsce with a

custom surrogate loss function. As the alternative objective

is usually aligned with the original, maximizing the latter

would also maximize the former.

Many auxiliary tricks can push the limit of existing at-

tack methods, for instance, a step-size schedule [14, 21]

with a decaying step-size in relation to the iteration count

could improve the overall success rate. Multi-targeted at-

tack [21, 44, 43] uses label-specific surrogate loss by enu-

merating all possible target labels. Attackers may also re-

sort to an ensemble of multiple attack strategies, making

the compound approach stronger than any individual at-

tacks [7, 14]. The latter two methods, however, tend to in-

troduce an order of magnitude increase in the worse-case

computational costs.

Generative networks that learn from the loss were pro-

posed for adversarial example synthesis [5, 26]. This tac-

tic can be further enhanced with generative adversarial net-

works (GANs) [18], where the discriminator network en-

courages the distribution of adversarial examples to become

indistinguishable from that of natural examples [59, 36].

Finally, there are a few recent publications that leverages

latent features in their attacks [30, 41]. Unlike these meth-

ods, LAFEAT considers ℓ∞-norm white-box attacks, and

further differentiate itself from them as it learns to attack

defending models.

2.2. Defending against adversarial examples

The objective of robustness against adversarial examples

can be formalized as a saddle point problem, which finds

model parameters that minimize the adversarial loss [35]:

min
θ

E(x,y)∼Dtrain

[

max
x̂∈I∧d(x,x̂)≤ǫ

Lsce (fθ (x̂) ,y)

]

, (4)

where Dtrain contains pairs of input images x and ground

truth labels y. A straightforward approach to approximately

solving the above objective (4) is via adversarial train-

ing [32], which trains the model with adversarial examples

computed on-the-fly using, for instance, PGD [35].

Many adversarial defense strategies follow the same

paradigm, but train the model with different loss objec-

tive functions in order to further foster robustness. Along

with the standard classification loss, TRADES [64] mini-

mizes the multi-class calibrated loss between the output of

the original image and the one of the adversarial example.

Misclassification-aware regularization [55] encourages the

smoothness of the network output, even when it produces

misclassified results. Self-adaptive training [24] allows the

training algorithm to adapt to noise added to the training

data. Feature scattering [62] generates adversarial examples

for training by maximizing the distances between features

extracted from the natural and adversarial examples. Neural

level-sets [4] and sensible adversarial training [28] use dif-

ferent proxy robustness objectives for adversarial training.
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xN−1

…

p
o
o
l

<latexit sha1_base64="6x1pc3e2vQWUUD8M7fpvu4yyArA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoiii4Lbly4qGAf0IQymUzaoZNJmJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GSZqFth64cDjnXu69x4sZlcqyvo3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW9Y+7udWWUCEw6OGKR6HtIEkY56SiqGOnHgqDQY6TnTa5zv/dAhKQRv1fTmLghGnEaUIyUlobmoRMiNcaIpbdZw8F+pE5hIXlBOs1OhmbdaloF4CKxS1IHJdpD88vxI5yEhCvMkJQD24qVmyKhKGYkqzmJJDHCEzQiA005Col00+KPDB5rxYdBJHRxBQv190SKQimnoac78xPlvJeL/3mDRAVXbkp5nCjC8WxRkDCoIpiHAn0qCFZsqgnCgupbIR4jgbDS0dV0CPb8y4uke9a0L5rW3Xm91SjjqIIDcAQawAaXoAVuQBt0AAaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2PWWvFKGf2wR8Ynz+zApkd</latexit> L
(·
,y

)

<latexit sha1_base64="9LTvWr/iOOQV6taLu6kWCdoSL7A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoOQKtyJomXAxsIiovmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8c3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6eGu7/XLFbfmzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mp07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeG1n3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsOiUbgrf88ippnde8y5p7f1GpV/M4inACp1AFD66gDrfQgCYwGMIzvMKbI5wX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBwhmNXg==</latexit>

L1

p
o
o
l

<latexit sha1_base64="6x1pc3e2vQWUUD8M7fpvu4yyArA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoiii4Lbly4qGAf0IQymUzaoZNJmJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GSZqFth64cDjnXu69x4sZlcqyvo3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW9Y+7udWWUCEw6OGKR6HtIEkY56SiqGOnHgqDQY6TnTa5zv/dAhKQRv1fTmLghGnEaUIyUlobmoRMiNcaIpbdZw8F+pE5hIXlBOs1OhmbdaloF4CKxS1IHJdpD88vxI5yEhCvMkJQD24qVmyKhKGYkqzmJJDHCEzQiA005Col00+KPDB5rxYdBJHRxBQv190SKQimnoac78xPlvJeL/3mDRAVXbkp5nCjC8WxRkDCoIpiHAn0qCFZsqgnCgupbIR4jgbDS0dV0CPb8y4uke9a0L5rW3Xm91SjjqIIDcAQawAaXoAVuQBt0AAaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2PWWvFKGf2wR8Ynz+zApkd</latexit> L
(·
,y

)

<latexit sha1_base64="XWxfVqdLhZ0rAXWBwq740nTUyKw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0YklE0WPBiweRCvYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRjdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopdZdL7s/8ya9UtmtujOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszTiCpmkxnQ8N0E/oxoFk3xS7KaGJ5SN6IB3LFU04sbPZudOyKlV+iSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMw4CmxnRHFoFr2p+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6O+kLzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVoEyraELzFl5dJ87zqXVbdh4tyrZLHUYBjOIEKeHAFNbiFOjSAwQie4RXenMR5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/jkuO+Q==</latexit>

LN−1

<latexit sha1_base64="kH8l2eYUsws6VNDu3JdSTlX08oM=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IR6qUkouix6MWTVLAf0May2W7apZtN2J0IJQT8K148KOLV3+HNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp4fC67Bcb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jV1lCjKGjQSkWr7RDPBJWsAB8HasWIk9AVr+aPrid96ZErzSN7DOGZeSAaSB5wSMFLPPgge0q6misegYSxYWrk9ybKeXXaqzhR4kbg5KaMc9Z791e1HNAmZBCqI1h3XicFLiQJOBctK3USzmNARGbCOoZKETHvp9PwMHxulj4NImZKAp+rviZSEWo9D33SGBIZ63puI/3mdBIJLL+UyToBJOlsUJAJDhCdZ4D5XjIIYG0JMBOZWTIdEEQomsZIJwZ1/eZE0T6vuedW5OyvXrvI4iugQHaEKctEFqqEbVEcNRFGKntErerOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/YH1+QO2lJX2</latexit>

f (N)
<latexit sha1_base64="bI3RQ+oxi/4BBEuM/DIW0FqYhSg=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCvZREFD0WvXisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFCCPhXvHhQxKu/w5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD8WXIPjfFtLyyura+uljfLm1vbOrr2339JRoihr0khEquMTzQSXrAkcBOvEipHQF6ztj28mfvuRKc0jeQ9pzLyQDCUPOCVgpL59GDxkPU0Vj0FDKlhWdU/zvG9XnJozBV4kbkEqqECjb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8DKigFPB8nIv0SwmdEyGrGuoJCHTXjY9P8cnRhngIFKmJOCp+nsiI6HWaeibzpDASM97E/E/r5tAcOVlXMYJMElni4JEYIjwJAs84IpREKkhxERgbsV0RBShYBIrmxDc+ZcXSeus5l7UnLvzSv26iKOEjtAxqiIXXaI6ukUN1EQUZegZvaI368l6sd6tj1nrklXMHKA/sD5/AIpJldk=</latexit>

f (1)

<latexit sha1_base64="VHGm/07HJDYjU4lTQpUiR6VNQxw=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwY01E0WXBjcsK9gFNKJPpTTt08nBmIpY0n+HGX3HjQhG33fk3TtqA2npg4HDOPcy9x404k8o0v4zC0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9U97da8owFhQaNOShaLtEAmcBNBRTHNqRAOK7HFru8DrzWw8gJAuDOzWKwPFJP2Aeo0RpqVs+tce2T9TA9ZLHFJ9ge0BU8qOk9hjbHO6xDZFkPEtUzKo5BV4kVk4qKEe9W57YvZDGPgSKciJlxzIj5SREKEY5pCU7lhAROiR96GgaEB+kk0wPS/GRVnrYC4V+gcJT9XciIb6UI9/Vk9nKct7LxP+8Tqy8KydhQRQrCOjsIy/mWIU4awn3mACq+EgTQgXTu2I6IIJQpbss6RKs+ZMXSfOsal1UzdvzSs3M6yiiA3SIjpGFLlEN3aA6aiCKntALekPvxrPxanwYn7PRgpFn9tEfGJNvzayg0Q==</latexit>

kx− x̂k ≤ ε
<latexit sha1_base64="yNI/F5I3bpwn8AEDgEXm5xfgX2M=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCqzIRRZcFNy4r2As0oUymk3boZBJnJmIIeQ03voobF4q41JVv46QNRVsPDHz8/znMOb8fc6Y0Qt/W0vLK6tp6ZaO6ubW9s2vv7bdVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe044+vCr9zT6VikbjVaUy9EA8FCxjB2kh9G7lYDt0QP7gjrDMDeuQHWZrn0BX0Ds7cmdG3a6iOJgUXwSmhBspq9u1PdxCRJKRCE46V6jko1l6GpWaE07zqJorGmIzxkPYMChxS5WWTy3J4bJQBDCJpntBwov6eyHCoVBr6prPYUM17hfif10t0cOllTMSJpoJMPwoSDnUEi5jggElKNE8NYCKZ2RWSEZaYaBNm1YTgzJ+8CO3TunNeRzdntQYq46iAQ3AEToADLkADXIMmaAECHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWJaucOQB/yvr6AZh9odw=</latexit>

argmax ŷ 6= argmaxy
c) Generate adversarial 

examples with additional 

logits

cl
as

si
fi

er

…

p
o
o
l

p
o
o
l

+
<latexit sha1_base64="6x1pc3e2vQWUUD8M7fpvu4yyArA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoiii4Lbly4qGAf0IQymUzaoZNJmJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GSZqFth64cDjnXu69x4sZlcqyvo3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW9Y+7udWWUCEw6OGKR6HtIEkY56SiqGOnHgqDQY6TnTa5zv/dAhKQRv1fTmLghGnEaUIyUlobmoRMiNcaIpbdZw8F+pE5hIXlBOs1OhmbdaloF4CKxS1IHJdpD88vxI5yEhCvMkJQD24qVmyKhKGYkqzmJJDHCEzQiA005Col00+KPDB5rxYdBJHRxBQv190SKQimnoac78xPlvJeL/3mDRAVXbkp5nCjC8WxRkDCoIpiHAn0qCFZsqgnCgupbIR4jgbDS0dV0CPb8y4uke9a0L5rW3Xm91SjjqIIDcAQawAaXoAVuQBt0AAaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2PWWvFKGf2wR8Ynz+zApkd</latexit> L

(·
,y

)

<latexit sha1_base64="HhiU6OhZZnrp0CxuB469/rb6VIs=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvQVZkRRZcFNy5cVLAPaMeSyaRtaJIZkkylDP0PNy4Uceu/uPNvzLSz0NYDgcM593JPThBzpo3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN9kfntClWaRfDDTmPoCDyUbMIKNlR7v+j2BzUiJFIeTWb9ccWvuHGiVeDmpQI5Gv/zVCyOSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tN56hk6s0qIBpGyTxo0V39vpFhoPRWBncwy6mUvE//zuokZXPspk3FiqCSLQ4OEIxOhrAIUMkWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxhZVsiV4y19eJa3zmndZc+8vKvVqXkcRTuAUquDBFdThFhrQBAIKnuEV3pwn58V5dz4WowUn3zmGP3A+fwDprJKz</latexit>

Ladv<latexit sha1_base64="yFdhRligDYmKGjqQzmMys1NNMfk=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvQjWVGFF0W3LiSCvYB7VAymUwbmknGJFMoQ7/DjQtF3Pox7vwb03YW2nogcDjnXO7NCRLOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlqmitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006iKI4DTtvB6Hbmt8dUaSbFo5kk1I/xQLCIEWys5Pe4jYa4n92fe9N+ueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcjX75qxdKksZUGMKx1l3PTYyfYWUY4XRa6qWaJpiM8IB2LRU4ptrP5kdP0ZlVQhRJZZ8waK7+nshwrPUkDmwyxmaol72Z+J/XTU1042dMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqJZAyhkihLDJ5Zgopi9FZEhVpgY21PJluAtf3mVtC5q3lXNfbis1Kt5HUU4gVOoggfXUIc7aEATCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352MRLTj5zDH8gfP5AzZ1kaY=</latexit>
λN−1

<latexit sha1_base64="KUlL2Vvz7FsDIDa0P0BJwG/+70s=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkXoqiSi6LLgxpVUsA9oQ5lMJu3QyUyYuRFK6Ge4caGIW7/GnX/jtM1CqwcGDuecy9x7wlRwg5735ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRx6hMU9amSijdC4lhgkvWRo6C9VLNSBIK1g0nN3O/+8i04Uo+4DRlQUJGksecErRSfyBsNCLD/G42rNa8hreA+5f4BalBgdaw+jmIFM0SJpEKYkzf91IMcqKRU8FmlUFmWErohIxY31JJEmaCfLHyzD2zSuTGStsn0V2oPydykhgzTUKbTAiOzao3F//z+hnG10HOZZohk3T5UZwJF5U7v9+NuGYUxdQSQjW3u7p0TDShaFuq2BL81ZP/ks55w79sePcXtWa9qKMMJ3AKdfDhCppwCy1oAwUFT/ACrw46z86b876Mlpxi5hh+wfn4BlWnkTQ=</latexit>

λN

…
<latexit sha1_base64="OsdKejbla7CIEvblST7m2xyE7DM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAhdlRlRdFlw47KCfUg7lEwm04YmmSHJCGXoV7hxoYhbP8edf2PazkJbDwQO55xL7j1hKrixnveN1tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHbJJmmrEUTkehuSAwTXLGW5VawbqoZkaFgnXB8O/M7T0wbnqgHO0lZIMlQ8ZhTYp302BcuGpGBP6hUvbo3B14lfkGqUKA5qHz1o4RmkilLBTGm53upDXKiLaeCTcv9zLCU0DEZsp6jikhmgny+8BSfOyXCcaLdUxbP1d8TOZHGTGTokpLYkVn2ZuJ/Xi+z8U2Qc5Vmlim6+CjOBLYJnl2PI64ZtWLiCKGau10xHRFNqHUdlV0J/vLJq6R9Ufev6t79ZbVRK+oowSmcQQ18uIYG3EETWkBBwjO8whvS6AW9o49FdA0VMyfwB+jzB2BPkAs=</latexit>

λ1

a) Pre-trained model

…

p
o
o
l

cl
as

si
fi

er

<latexit sha1_base64="MJxsuFEaOhbQ+U6IktiErP+9sLE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoseCF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQVh9jTtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGVn3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+reRd29Pa813KKOMhzBMZyCB5fQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/5IZEO</latexit>

x <latexit sha1_base64="QGxtZhTpe1/2MUz14uqDKZQDygY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LLgxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjRBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BunbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhnk0H1Zpbd+cgq8QrSA0KNAfVr/4wZmnEFTJJjel5boJ+TjUKJvm00k8NTyib0BHvWapoxI2fzxNPyZlVhiSMtX0KyVz9vZHTyJgsCuzkLKFZ9mbif14vxfDGz4VKUuSKLT4KU0kwJrPzyVBozlBmllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd27qrv3l7WGW9RRhhM4hXPw4BoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wf6ppEP</latexit>y

d) Attack pre-trained model with adversarial examples

…

p
o
o
l

cl
as

si
fi

er

<latexit sha1_base64="yeCsh2WLLzEwftqULgH4Ved4zpU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiSi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMpBBC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSDhT2nG+rdrG5tb2Tn23sbd/cHhkH5/0VJxKQrsk5rEcBFhRzgTtaqY5HSSS4ijgtB/M7ku/P6dSsVg86SyhfoQngoWMYG2kkW17U6xzL8J6GoR5VhQju+m0nAXQOnEr0oQKnZH95Y1jkkZUaMKxUkPXSbSfY6kZ4bRoeKmiCSYzPKFDQwWOqPLzRfICXRhljMJYmic0Wqi/N3IcKZVFgZksI6pVrxT/84apDu/8nIkk1VSQ5aEw5UjHqKwBjZmkRPPMEEwkM1kRmWKJiTZlNUwJ7uqX10nvquXetJzH62bbqeqowxmcwyW4cAtteIAOdIHAHJ7hFd6s3Hqx3q2P5WjNqnZO4Q+szx9Tc5QN</latexit>

ŷ
<latexit sha1_base64="1+OV+CcUbKjqvAHB3wI641Ux4/g=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQUXRbcuKxgH9CEMplO2qGTBzM3xRL6J25cKOLWP3Hn3zhps9DWAwOHc+7lnjlBKoVGx/m21tY3Nre2KzvV3b39g0P76Litk0wx3mKJTFQ3oJpLEfMWCpS8mypOo0DyTjC+K/zOhCstkvgRpyn3IzqMRSgYRSP1bdsbUcy9iOIoCPOn2axv15y6MwdZJW5JalCi2be/vEHCsojHyCTVuuc6Kfo5VSiY5LOql2meUjamQ94zNKYR134+Tz4j50YZkDBR5sVI5urvjZxGWk+jwEwWEfWyV4j/eb0Mw1s/F3GaIY/Z4lCYSYIJKWogA6E4Qzk1hDIlTFbCRlRRhqasqinBXf7yKmlf1t3ruvNwVWs4ZR0VOIUzuAAXbqAB99CEFjCYwDO8wpuVWy/Wu/WxGF2zyp0T+APr8wdR7ZQM</latexit>

x̂

<latexit sha1_base64="bI3RQ+oxi/4BBEuM/DIW0FqYhSg=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCvZREFD0WvXisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFCCPhXvHhQxKu/w5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD8WXIPjfFtLyyura+uljfLm1vbOrr2339JRoihr0khEquMTzQSXrAkcBOvEipHQF6ztj28mfvuRKc0jeQ9pzLyQDCUPOCVgpL59GDxkPU0Vj0FDKlhWdU/zvG9XnJozBV4kbkEqqECjb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8DKigFPB8nIv0SwmdEyGrGuoJCHTXjY9P8cnRhngIFKmJOCp+nsiI6HWaeibzpDASM97E/E/r5tAcOVlXMYJMElni4JEYIjwJAs84IpREKkhxERgbsV0RBShYBIrmxDc+ZcXSeus5l7UnLvzSv26iKOEjtAxqiIXXaI6ukUN1EQUZegZvaI368l6sd6tj1nrklXMHKA/sD5/AIpJldk=</latexit>

f (1)
<latexit sha1_base64="kH8l2eYUsws6VNDu3JdSTlX08oM=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IR6qUkouix6MWTVLAf0May2W7apZtN2J0IJQT8K148KOLV3+HNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp4fC67Bcb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jV1lCjKGjQSkWr7RDPBJWsAB8HasWIk9AVr+aPrid96ZErzSN7DOGZeSAaSB5wSMFLPPgge0q6misegYSxYWrk9ybKeXXaqzhR4kbg5KaMc9Z791e1HNAmZBCqI1h3XicFLiQJOBctK3USzmNARGbCOoZKETHvp9PwMHxulj4NImZKAp+rviZSEWo9D33SGBIZ63puI/3mdBIJLL+UyToBJOlsUJAJDhCdZ4D5XjIIYG0JMBOZWTIdEEQomsZIJwZ1/eZE0T6vuedW5OyvXrvI4iugQHaEKctEFqqEbVEcNRFGKntErerOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/YH1+QO2lJX2</latexit>

f (N)

<latexit sha1_base64="KeuxEtNKuIcO24DjYlEyUBuUZ1s=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LLgxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GYPc0G3qBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrlD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm2M+oRsEkn1X81PCEsgkd8Z6likbc9LN55hk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lnNMteLv7n9VIMb/qZUEmKXLHFoTCVBGOSF0CGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe1d19/6y1nCLOspwAqdwDh5cQwPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5M6L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5AyZIkbI=</latexit>
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x̂

Figure 3. High-level overview of LAFEAT. Note that in each of the steps, layers in (gray) regions remain fixed, (dotted outline) re-

gions denote new layers added by LAFEAT, (green) layers are being trained, and losses in (cyan) and (red) blocks are respectively

minimized and maximized. (a) illustrates the original pre-trained model, where f (l) denotes the lth layer (or residual block). (b) trains

additional fully-connected layers from intermediate layers, each with a softmax cross-entropy loss until convergence. (c) computes adver-

sarial examples iteratively with a weighted sum of surrogate losses. (d) uses the adversarial examples from (c) to evaluate the robustness

of the original model.

Hypersphere embedding [43] normalizes weights and fea-

tures to be on the surface of hyperspheres, and also normal-

izes the angular margin of the logits layer. Prototype con-

formity loss [38], and manifold regularization [27] adopt

different regularization losses to allow the model to learn a

smooth loss landscape w.r.t. changes in x. Stylized adver-

sarial defense [39] and learning-to-learn (L2L) [26] propose

to use neural networks to generate adversarial examples for

training. Finally, self-training with unlabeled data [9, 2] can

substantially improve robustness in a way that cannot be

trivially broken by adversarial attacks.

As robust models may be substantially larger than non-

robust ones, there have been a recent interest in making

them more space and time efficient. Alternating direction

method of multipliers (ADMM) has been applied to prune

and adversarial train CNNs jointly [60]. HYDRA [47] pre-

serves the robustness of pruned models by integrating the

pruning objective into the adversarial loss optimization.

Adversarial training often requires several iterations to

compute adversarial examples for each model parameter

update, which is multiple times more expensive than tradi-

tional training with natural examples. Adversarial training

for free [48] address this problem by interleaving adversary

updates with model updates for efficient training of robust

CNNs. Fast adversarial training [56] further accelerates the

training by using a simpler FGSM-based adversary.

Finally, others provide practical considerations and

tricks for stronger adversarial defense [7, 42, 46, 57, 11].

3. The LAFEAT Method

We introduce LAFEAT by providing a high-level illus-

tration (Figure 3) of its attack procedure. First, for a firm

grip on latent features, it starts by training fully-connected

layers for each residual block with the training set until con-

vergence. Note that we ensure the original model fθ to re-

main constant during this process. To compute adversar-

ial examples, we maximize the alternative adversarial loss

L̂, which is an adaptively-weighted sum of surrogate losses

from individual layers. For testing of adversarial robust-

ness, the generated adversarial example is then transferred

to the original model fθ for evaluation.

3.1. Latent feature adversarial

Following the footsteps of surrogate losses, in Section 1

we postulate that a similarly indirect loss on latent features

can also effectively enhance adversarial attacks. LAFEAT

exploits the features extracted from intermediate layers to

craft even stronger adversarial examples for fθ . We assume

the model architecture fθ to generally comprise a sequence

of N layers (or residual blocks) and can be represented as:

fθ(x) = f (N)(· · · f (2)(f (1)(x)) · · · ), (5)

where f (1), f (2), . . . , f (N) denotes the sequence of interme-

diate layers in the model. For simplicity in notation, we

omit the parameters from individual layers. We therefore

formalize this proposal by generalizing the traditional PGD

attack (2) with a latent-feature PGD (LFPGD) adversarial

optimization problem:

max
h,λ,α,Lsur

Lsce
(

fθ
(

PGDǫ,x,y

(

Llf
λ,α, I

))

,y
)

,

where Llf
λ(z) = Lsur

(

∑

l∈[1:N ]λ
(l)h(l) (z(l)) ,y

)

.

(6)
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Here, the constant I is the maximum number of gradient-

update iterations. For each layer l ∈ [1 : N ], λ(l) ∈ [0, 1]
assigns an importance value to the layer gradient with
∑

l∈N λ(l) = 1. The term z(l) , f (l) ◦ · · · ◦ f (1)(z) denotes

the feature extracted from the lth layer, The function h(l) for

the lth layer maps the features from f (l) to logits. Finally,

αi is a step-size schedule. Our goal is hence to find the

right combinations of logits functions h , (h(1), . . . , h(N))
and their corresponding weights λ , (λ(1), . . . , λ(N)) from

intermediate layers, the step-size schedule α, and the surro-

gate loss Lsur to use.

Solving the LFPGD optimization is unfortunately infea-

sible in practice. For which we devise methods that could

approximately solve it, and nevertheless enable us to gener-

ate adversarial examples stronger than competing methods.

3.2. Training intermediate logits layers

To utilize latent features, we begin by training logits lay-

ers h(l) for individual intermediate layers f (l) for all l ∈ [1 :
N−1] with conventional stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

until convergence. The function h(l) : RC(l)×H(l)×W (l)

→
R

K is defined as a small auxiliary classifier composed of

a global average pooling layer pool : RC(l)×H(l)×W (l)

→

R
C(l)

followed by a fully-connected layer for classification:

h(l)(x(l)) , pool (x(l))φ(l) + η(l), (7)

where x(l) denotes the features extracted from the lth layer,

φ(l) ∈ R
C(l)×K and η(l) ∈ R

K are parameters to be trained

in the function h(l). As the final layer f (N) is already a logits

layer, we assume h(N) , id is an identity function.

Depending on the availability, we could train the added

layers with either Dtrain, the data samples used for attack

Dattack, or both together. While we used Dtrain in our ex-

periments, we observed in practice negligible differences in

either attack strengths given sufficient amount of training

examples, as they are theoretically drawn from the same

data sampling distribution.

It is important to note that during the training procedure

of h(l), the original model fθ is used as a feature extractor,

with all training techniques (e.g. dropout, parameter update,

etc.) disabled. This means that the model parameters θ, the

layers fl, and their parameters, batch normalization [25]

statistics, and etc. remain constant, while only the param-

eters in h(l) functions are being trained.

3.3. Choosing intermediate layers to attack

The search space for λ(1:N) is difficult to navigate be-

cause of the computations cost associated with finding a

statistically significant amount of adversarial examples. For

this reason, LAFEAT simplifies the search with a greedy yet

effective process. First, we enumerate over all intermediate

layers l ∈ [1 : N − 1], and let

Llf
λ(z,y) = L

sur (βh(l)(z(l)) + (1− β)fθ(z),y) (8)

by setting λ = β onehot(N,N) + (1 − β) onehot(l, N),
where initially β = 1

2 . In other words, the attack is now

using only the lth layer together with the output layer at a

time while disabling all others. With this method, we can

discover the most effective layer for subsequent attack pro-

cedures across all images inDattack. Empirically, we found

in most defending models the weakest link is the penulti-

mate residual block, and this search procedure can thus be

skipped entirely for performance considerations. There are,

however, exceptions: for instance, we found in the model

from [38], the 6th last residual block exhibits the weakest

defense and attacks using it converge faster.

Finally, empirical results revealed that the intermediate

layer l can be adaptively disabled if it misclassifies the ad-

versarial example, i.e. when argmaxh(l)(x̂i) 6= y, in or-

der to optimize faster towards the original adversarial ob-

jective (1). We incorporate this in the final algorithm.

3.4. Surrogate loss function

Gradients computed from the SCE loss has been noto-

riously shown to easily underflow in floating-point arith-

metic [8, 14]. For this reason, surrogate loss functions have

been proposed [8, 21, 14] to work around this limitation.

Despite their effectiveness in breaking through defenses, it

is difficult to interpret why they work as they are no longer

maximize the original adversarial objective (1) directly. As

a result, we propose a small modification to the original

SCE loss, which scales the logits adaptively before evalu-

ating the softmax operation:

Lsur(z,y) , Lsce
(z

t

(

y⊤z−max ((1− y) · z)
)−1

,y
)

,

(9)

where · denotes the element-wise product, and the tem-

perature t = 1 in all of our experiments. Here, y⊤z −
max ((1− y) · z) is known as the difference of logits

(DL) [8], which evaluates the difference between the largest

output in the logits z against the second largest. The negated

version of DL and the ratio-based variant—the difference of

the logits ratio (DLR) loss—have respectively been used as

surrogate losses in [8] and [14].

Our surrogate loss (9) has twofold advantages. First, it

prevents the gradients from floating-point underflows and

improves convergence. Second, unlike the DL or the DLR

loss, it can still represent the original SCE loss in a faithful

fashion, and all logits can still contribute to the final loss.

Finally, we define a targeted variant of Lsur, which

moves the logits towards a predefined target class k, with

a one-hot vector τ = onehot(k,K):

Lsur
τ (z,y) , −Lsce

(z

t

(

y⊤z−max ((1− y) · z)
)−1

, τ
)

,

(10)
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3.5. Summary

In addition to the original contributions explained above,

we also employ simple yet helpful tactics from previous

literatures. First, a step-size schedule with a linear decay

2ǫ(1 − i/I), is used in the iterative updates, where ǫ is the

ℓ∞-norm perturbation boundary ǫ in (1), i is the current it-

eration number and I denotes the total number of iterations.

Second, we adapt momentum-based updates from [14].

To summarize, we illustrate the LAFEAT algorithm in

Algorithm 1. The function LAFEAT Attack accepts the fol-

lowing inputs: the model fθ , the pretrained logits function

for the lth layer to be attacked jointly, natural image x and its

one-hot label y, the step-size α, the interpolation parameter

β between the lth layer and the output layer, the momentum

weight used ν, the perturbation boundary ǫ, and lastly the

maximum iteration count I .

With the algorithm above, we can perform a simple grid

search on β ∈ [0, 1]. As using latent features results in

faster convergence, the search can start from a point in the

middle (e.g. 0.5) to minimize the number of iterations re-

quired to attack each image. Finally, to further push the

limit of LAFEAT, we could incorporate the multi-targeted

attack [21], i.e. after the untargeted surrogate loss (9), we

enumerate k ∈ [1 : K] / argmaxy, i.e. all possible tar-

get classes except for the ground truth, with the targeted

surrogate loss Lsur
τ defined in (10). For computational effi-

ciency, the above search procedure can be early-stopped for

successful adversarial examples, until all images in Dattack

have been sift through progressively.

4. Experiments

For a fair comparison against existing work on adversar-

ial attacks across different defense techniques, in our evalu-

ation we used the most common ℓ∞-norm threat model on

the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [29]. We extracted

from recent publications with open PyTorch defense mod-

els for testing, and ensured the list to be as comprehensive

as possible. We reproduced traditional white-box attacks

(PGD [35], BIM [31], MIM [16], FAB [13]), all with 100

iterations and a constant step-size of 2/255 as baselines. We

use LAFMT
I, B to denote flavors of LAFEAT, where I is the

number of gradient iterations used, B is the number of β
values searched, and MT denotes the use of multi-targets.

The CIFAR-10 testing set is assumed to be Dattack, and the

momentum of the iterative updates is ν = 0.75. A full

comparison can be found in Table 1. It reveals that not

only is LAFMT
100,6 an even stronger attack than AutoAttack

(AA) [14], the current SOTA in the robustness evaluation

of defense strategies1, but also it has a better worst-case

complexity in terms of the maximum number of forward-

1The column “AA” was retrieved from https://github.com/

fra31/auto-attack as of November 15, 2020.

Algorithm 1 The LAFEAT white-box attack.

1: function LAFEAT Attack(fθ, h
(l),x,y, α, β, ν, ǫ, I)

2: x̂0 ← Pǫ,x (x+ u), ⊲ Optional random start

3: where u ∼ U ([−ǫ, ǫ])
4: µ0 ← 0
5: for i ∈ [0 : I − 1] do

6: zo ← fθ(x̂i), zl ← h(l)(f (l)(x̂i))
7: σo ← y⊤zo −max ((1− y) · zo)
8: if σo ≤ 0 then return x̂i ⊲ Successful attack

9: σl ← y⊤zl −max ((1− y) · zl)
10: βi ← 1 if σl ≤ 0 else β ⊲ Adaptive weight

11: z← βi
zo

σo

+ (1− βi)
zl

σl

⊲ Surrogate loss

12: gi+1 ← sign
(

∇x̂i
Lsce

(

z

t
,y

))

13: α← 2ǫ(1− i
I
) ⊲ Linear step-size schedule

14: µi+1 ← Pǫ,x (µi + αgi+1) ⊲ Momentum

15: x̂i+1 ← Pǫ,x (x̂i + ⊲ Iterative update

16: ν (µi+1 − x̂i) + (1− ν) (x̂i − x̂i−1))
17: end for

18: return x̂I ⊲ Give up after I iterations

19: end function

passes required for each image. To push the boundary of

LAFEAT, we also report LAFMT
1 k,10, which enjoys a substan-

tial increase in compute effort. Note that AA as an ensem-

ble combines multiple strategies (PGD with momentum and

two surrogate losses [14], square attack [3] and FAB [13]),

whereas LAFEAT uses only Algorithm 1 uniformly.

Faster convergence. It is sensible to argue that models

could also rely on computational security as one of their de-

fense tactics. We would like to highlight that in contrast to

most attack methods, the effectiveness of LAFEAT is not

accompanied by high computational costs. We found that

by exploiting latent features, it generally leads to faster con-

vergences to adversarial examples than competing methods.

In Figure 4, we compare the speed of convergence among

three different methods. For baseline, we used PGD-1000.

We picked APGDDLR with 100 iterations and 10 restarts,

the most effective attack method of the AA ensemble [14]

across most defense methods in Table 1. For computa-

tional fairness, we selected LAF100,10 to compete against

it, which is an untargeted LAFEAT with a 10-valued β ∈
{0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} grid search starting from 0.5, where

each value used only 100 iterations. The results show that

for all 4 defending models, LAFEAT is not only stronger,

but also often orders of magnitude faster than APGDDLR

and PGD for successful attacks. Finally, the logits layers in-

troduce minuscule overhead (≤0.008% in all models), and

have no discernible impact on the iteration time.

Adversarial-trained latent features improve model

robustness. As demonstrated earlier with LAFEAT, one

can exploit the latent features learned by defending models

to craft powerful adversarial examples. A question then en-
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Table 1. Comparing accuracy under attack (%) of LAFEAT against iterative methods [35, 31, 16, 13] and AutoAttack (AA100) [14] across

various defense strategies. The “∆” column shows the difference between the reported (“Nominal”) and LAFEAT accuracies. Models

marked with † were additionally trained with unlabeled datasets [53]. We used ǫ = 8/255 except for models marked with ‡, which used

ǫ = 0.031 as originally reported by the authors.

CIFAR-10 defense method Clean Nominal PGD MIM BIM FAB AA100 LAFMT
100,6 LAFMT

1 k,10 ∆

Worst-case complexity 1 100 100 100 100 8.3 k 6 k 100 k

Adversarial weight perturbation [58]† 88.25 60.04 63.26 66.17 65.33 60.72 60.04 59.97 59.94 −0.10
Unlabeled [9]† 89.69 62.5 62.17 67.21 65.77 60.85 59.53 59.42 59.37 −3.13
HYDRA [47]† 88.98 59.98 59.98 65.29 63.87 58.33 57.14 57.02 56.98 −3.00
Misclassification-aware [55]† 87.5 65.04 62.55 66.74 65.57 57.60 56.29 56.13 56.07 −8.97
Pre-training[22]† 87.11 57.4 57.54 61.51 60.25 55.58 54.92 54.80 54.74 −2.66
Hypersphere embedding [43] 85.14 62.14 62.17 63.66 63.15 54.47 53.74 53.68 53.64 −8.50
Overfitting [46] 85.34 58.0 57.24 60.48 59.49 54.3 53.42 53.34 53.32 −4.68
Self-adaptive training [24]‡ 83.48 58.03 56.58 60.07 58.89 54.52 53.33 53.19 53.19 −4.84
TRADES [64]‡ 84.92 56.43 55.50 59.16 58.06 53.96 53.08 52.98 52.94 −3.49
Robustness (Python Library) [17] 87.03 53.29 52.32 58.39 56.52 50.67 49.21 49.11 49.09 −4.20
YOPO [61] 87.20 47.98 46.15 52.57 50.69 45.80 44.83 44.73 44.71 −1.44
Fast adversarial training [56] 83.8 46.44 46.44 52.02 50.53 44.52 43.41 43.29 43.27 −3.17
MMA training [15] 83.28 47.18 47.29 56.44 54.65 46.88 40.21 39.84 39.74 −7.44
Neural level sets [4]‡ 81.3 79.67 79.83 79.83 79.83 40.98 40.22 39.81 39.77 −39.90
Feature scattering [62] 89.98 60.6 69.01 75.66 74.54 43.42 36.64 36.02 35.94 −24.66
Adversarial interpolation [63] 90.25 68.7 73.13 75.84 74.95 43.34 36.45 35.24 35.14 −33.56
Sensible adversarial training [28] 91.51 57.23 59.93 68.79 66.85 41.87 34.22 33.39 33.33 −23.90
Stylized adversarial defense [39] 93.29 78.68 78.68 82.87 82.50 19.14 13.42 11.16 11.09 −67.59
Manifold regularization [27] 90.84 77.68 77.68 77.63 77.30 27.18 1.35 0.22 0.21 −77.47
Polytope conformity loss [38] 89.16 32.32 19.42 42.88 38.77 5.81 0.28 0.06 0.03 −32.29

CIFAR-100 defense method Clean Nominal PGD MIM BIM FAB AA100 LAFMT
100,6 LAFMT

1 k,10 ∆

Worst-case complexity 1 100 100 100 100 8.3 k 6 k 100 k

Adversarial weight perturbation [58] 60.38 28.86 33.68 35.24 34.70 29.25 28.86 28.79 28.77 −0.09
Pre-training [22]† 59.23 33.5 33.70 35.66 35.09 28.83 28.42 28.25 28.23 −5.27
Progressive Hardening [49] 62.82 24.57 26.75 30.78 29.66 25.14 24.57 24.50 24.48 −0.09
Overfitting [46] 53.83 28.1 20.95 24.0 23.10 19.49 18.95 18.87 18.86 −9.24

sues: is it possible to fortify latent features against attacks

to improve model robustness? To answer this, we carried

out a simple experiment and trained two WideResNet-32-

10 models, both with ordinary PGD-7 adversarial training

from [35]. The only difference is that in one of them we

additionally introduced logits layers for residual block out-

puts to be adversarial trained along with the output layer.

For attacks, we likewise ablated with the use of latent fea-

tures. The results can be found in Table 2. Note that the

model with robust latent features displayed a better defense

against all attacks than the other. Even when faced against

attacks that do no leverage latent features, Perhaps the most

revealing result is: training latent features to be more robust

can improve the overall robustness even when faced against

attacks without using latent features.

Compression vs. robustness. In Table 3, compressed

models from HYDRA [47] displayed a worsening robust-

ness degradation between the reported (PGD-50 with 10

restarts) and LAF100,10 for an increasing pruning ratio. This

shows that model-holistic attacks can potentially overesti-

mate the robustness of compressed models.

Table 2. PGD-7 adversarial training vs. LAF100,10, both explored

with (+LF) and without (–LF) latent features.

Accuracy under Adversarial Attack

attack (%) Clean PGD-100 –LF +LF

Defense
–LF 79.56 47.06 41.21 41.05

+LF 83.53 47.17 41.50 41.26

Table 3. The effect of LAF100 on the adversarial trained and com-

pressed WideResNet-28-4 models from HYDRA [47]. PR denotes

pruning ratio, i.e. the percentage of zeros in model weights.

PR (%) Clean Nominal LAFEAT ∆

0% 85.6 57.2 53.94 −3.26
90% 83.7 55.2 51.68 −3.52
95% 82.7 54.2 49.87 −4.33
99% 75.6 47.3 42.73 −4.57

Interpolation between latent and output logits. Fig-

ure 5 varies the weight between the most effective latent

feature and the final logits output for LAF100,10. It used

β ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9} and 100 iterations for each. The re-

sult showed that different defense strategies call for distinct
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Figure 4. Comparing the performance of LAF100,10 against other

adversarial attack methods (APGDDLR [14] and PGD [35]) on de-

fenders [9, 64, 4, 38]. The horizontal and vertical axes respectively

show the number of iterations used so far, and the percentage of

remaining unsuccessful examples. The iteration count needed for

LAFEAT to defeat APGDDLR-100 (10 restarts) is also marked.
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Figure 5. Accuracy under attack vs. β, the interpolation between

the output and latent logits for [4, 62, 38], Here, β = 0 uses only

the output logits, and 1 uses only the latent logits.

β values, making the search of β a compelling necessity.

Ablation analysis. Figure 6 performs ablation analy-

sis of 4 tactics employed by LAFEAT across 14 defending

models, where 3 were introduced in this paper, i.e. the use

of latent features, a new surrogate loss, and a linear decay

step-size schedule. The last one is the multi-targeted attack

inspired by [21]. Across all 16 combinations of them, we

discovered that adding latent features to an existing combi-

nation of methods always brings the greatest accuracy im-

pact among possible choices.

5. Conclusion

LAFEAT demonstrated that exploiting latent features is

highly effective against many recent defense techniques. It

efficiently outperformed the current SOTA attack methods
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Figure 6. We ablate the full LAFMT
100 of its 4 tactics on a complete

lattice. Here, each node is a unique combination of 4 tactics, where

λ uses a latent layer with β search; s is the surrogate loss instead

of the standard SCE loss; α uses the linear step-size schedule; and

m denotes multiple targets, and the number indicates the number

of methods where LAFEAT is better than AA across 14 different

defenses [9, 47, 55, 22, 23, 64, 56, 4, 62, 63, 28, 27, 38, 39]. The

arrows , , and represent the introduction of the correspond-

ing tactics, and each number on an arrow indicates the average

accuracy degradation as a result of adding that tactic.

across a wide-range of defenses. We believe that the fu-

ture progress of adversarial attack and defense on CNNs de-

pends on the understanding of how latent features can be ef-

fectively used as novel attack vectors. The evaluation of ad-

versarial robustness, therefore, cannot view the model from

a holistic perspective. We made LAFEAT open-source2 and

hope it could pave the way for gaining knowledge on ro-

bustness evaluation from the explicit use of latent features.
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